
        February 10, 2015 
 
Dear AHI Travel Partner: 
 
   We are happy to announce that, after exhaustive testing, added capabilities and great effort, 
AHI FlexAir is going fully live with our new automated air reservation system beginning 
tomorrow, Wednesday, February 11, 2015.   
 
   This personalized air program allows our Sales Administration, Passenger Sales and Passenger 
Service teams to provide on-the-spot air information on many air requests.  Travelers will have 
the ability to explore flight options and select the carrier, routing, schedule and price that most 
fits their needs.  All in all, AHI FlexAir will result in an improved level of passenger service. 
 
   At the same time, we have expanded the number of carriers we have contracted so reservations 
can be secured and ticketing done close to departure.  This protects travelers from the need to 
purchase published-fare tickets which are subject to fees and must be ticketed within 24 hours of 
purchase.  Contracted reservations are not subjected to these penalties and also provide the 
flexibility to adjust reservations to accommodate extensions and upgrades right up until ticketing 
time, usually around 45 days before departure. 
 
   In the past we included air pricing in our Program Manual Inserts.  As pricing is now quoted 
dynamically on many of our programs—depending on the air carrier, route, class of service 
availability, etc.—we are no longer sending air prices to you. Any you have already received 
should be discarded.  If you have an air request, please contact your Sales Administrator who 
will be happy to provide you with an approximate cost based on the air request.  These prices 
will be subject to change until a reservation is made, which will lock in the price and protect 
travelers from any increases in air fare due to fuel surcharges or taxes.  
 
   We have also adjusted our Transfer Policy in light of this new approach with air.  We have 
created “transfer windows” for each departure, and all travelers who purchase air from AHI 
Travel for arrivals and departures that fall within this window, will be provided complimentary 
transfers between the airport and hotel/cruise ship on arrival and departure days.  Our customer 
service teams will provide “transfer window” times for each departure upon request. 
 
   We are excited to officially launch AHI FlexAir and look forward to providing you and your 
travelers with more choice and the best possible solution for each individual traveler. 
 
Your Friends at AHI Travel 
 


